
On black holes, 
cosmologies, superstrings, 

and dynamical  systems 
describing them

Remarks on history and 
brief summary of present 

status



Dark energy, dark matter, inflation, multiverse, black holes
and some other  mysterious  and  invisible things are touched 
up here.     We must be cautious while thinking about them!

“Antigonish” (1899) 

Epigraph to: S.Weinberg, The cosmological 
constant problem, Rev. Mod. Phys. 61 (1988) 



De Sitter and Einstein



Alexander Friedmann
1888-1925 Georges Lemaitre, 1894-1966



Some history  (up to Hubble)



Edwin Hubble, 1889-1953 George Gamow, 1904-1968





New age 

.

Great observations that completely changed the status of cosmology 



Integrable models of black holes and of cosmologies 

Group theoretical analysis of integrability and practical methods 
for solving integrable  equations in gauge and other theories with  

symmetries  (A. Leznov and M. Saveliev, ….)



String investigation started 
around the end of  sixties.    
Quantum  strings – in  the 
beginning of  `70 (in relation 
to the dual resonance model   
of hadrons).      Scherk  and 
Schwartz   boldly  proposed 
fundamental strings in 1974

Joel Scherk
1946 - 1980

‘70 – ‘84  String Theory development :  Veneziano, Nambu, Goto   
(an earlier work by Barbashov  and Chernikov ‘66),  Gervais, Neveu, 
Sakita, Virasoro, Mandelstam, Scherk, Schwartz, Green, Kaku, 
Kikkawa,GSO, Ramond – Neveu-Schwartz , Polyakov,…

SUSY and SUGRA: Yu. Golfand, D.Volkov, Wess, Zumino, Deser, 
Witten, Ferrara, Stelle, Howe, Cremmer, V.Ogievetsky, …
1984 - `revolution’ and intensive development of  Superstring
Theory: Green, Schwartz-Witten, Gross, Harvey, Martinec,Rohm, …



All particles are  
excited states of 

strings?  A complete 
understanding  of 

particle physics and 
of cosmology? 

A distant 
dream or mirage?





Schematic illustration of

Is   LHC  the last super-high-energy accelerator in our lifetime? 



Grand DUALITY:  Particle (String) Physics Cosmology 
A  chance for  String theory  to be tested?













We have Unified theory of Strong Electromagnetic and Weak  interactions 
(SM).  

It is supported by experiment.  It should be somewhat extended (neutrino  
masses and  mixing). The so called `Higgs particle’ (first introduced by Englert          

and  Brout and soon, independently, by Higgs and by GHK)
is not yet discovered  (waiting for LHC experiments).      

SM has many parameters (masses and coupling constants)
not defined by  the theory.  Non-perturbative QCD is also left to future.  

Cosmological data (esp., DM, baryon asymmetry) apparently 
require further extending SM (e.g., GUT,  SUSY, …). 

We all hope to find some effects of these extensions at LHC. 

Gravity remains separated in all these extensions.  
A serious unification of  gravity with  SM might be expected in   
Superstring  theory.      In addition to superparticles,

SST predicts extra dimensions of space. 
If, somewhat miraculously, the extra dimensions are large 

enough, we could expect to find their effects in LHC experiments. 



What is superstring theory? Who ordered it?

A theoretical support for SST recently came from a new
interpretation of BH thermodynamics and information paradox. 

SST theory does not solve directly DE and inflation problems 
but it certainly shed new light on these deep problems.  

A bold idea to convert an apparent failure of the present SST into  
a potential success with the help of fantastic multiverse ideology
became rather popular in literature and cinema but  it is far from 
being formulated with a minimal scientific precision and probably 
will not be discussed at this school in detail. 

I think it will be wise to concentrate on physics and mathematics 
of BH and Cosmology occasionally using SST as a dope for our  
imagination…( yet, I confess to be a long time addict of the SST…)



LECTURE  1

About new models based on ideas
of  Weyl, Eddington and Einstein 

1919 -1923



A.EddingtonH.Weyl

Einstein in Berlin



arXiv:1008.2333 v1  (hep-th)  and TMF;
arXiv:1003.0782v3  (hep-th)  and TMF;
arXiv:0812.2616v2  (gr-qc)  and TMF. 



There are many problems: the parameters are not  defined by the theory, 
non-integrabitlity even of static and cosmological reductions, …





Symmetric part of the Ricci curvature

Anti-symmetric part of the Ricci curvature



Expressing in terms of the `metric’ and using notation

depends only on the vecton



TRANSFORMATIONS





In addition to this dependence on the vecton, 
the generalized Einstein equations will depend on it
through dynamics specified by the chosenLagrangian



Einstein’s choice is 



A simple nontrivial choice of  a geometric Lagrangian density 
generalizing the Eddington – Einstein Lagrangian ,

,

is the following, depending on one dimensionless parameter:

When it will give Einstein’s gravity with 
the cosmological  constant. 



Define the following densities of the weight two

where

A more general Lagrangian 



Now we define (following Einstein)  the metric and 
field densities by  a Legendre-like transformation

for any dimension D



We thus have derived the connection using a rather  general dynamics!



Using a simple dimensional reduction to the dimension 1+1 
(similar to spherical or cylindrical reductions in the metric case)
we can prove the relation  between the conjugate Lagrangians: 

Using the above definitions, 
we can then write the 
generalized  Einstein eqs.

In dimension D we can similarly derive the relation



This is not bad in the context of MULTIVERSE ideology!



The generalized Einstein –Eddington Weyl model in dimension D

Restoring the dimensions and expanding the root term 
up to the second order in the vector and scalar fields

NB: Is proportional  to for  i < 4,  j=4





LECTURE  2

About approximate cosmological 
models     



Einstein – Weyl  motivated model

Pure Einstein – Weyl model:



Spherical symmetry



Reduction to cosmological or static solutions

Cosmological Lagrangian



Notation

Lagrangian

The energy constraint



Equations of motion



Anisotropic scalar cosmology



Standard gauge choice



Unusual gauge choice
(good for constructing integrable models)



Approximate (model) Lagrangian 
for the E-W cosmology

ONLY  MODEL!!
Not giving exact solution for D=4



Vecton dark matter can be produced 
in strong gravitational fields only.

Quantum gravity is necessary!

Effects of nonlinear Lagrangians 
must be studied (like in `B-I cosmology’)

Anyway,  inflation and dark matter    
are crucial things to study and test
the `Wedein’ cosmological models



THE















1/6  to 1/(D-1)(D-2);  1/2  to  1/(d-2)





The above Lagrangian define the vecton mass 
proportional to the cosmological constant.  Let 
Us try to deform it by introducing num. constant:





INFLATION hypothesis

First realized by
Starobinsky; 
Guth; Linde;

The simplest scalar
model of inflation in 
Friedmann universe



Scalar inflation
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